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Chrissie Wellington: A life Without
Limits £18.99
Constablerobinson.com
Four-time Ironman world champion and world record holder Chrissie
Wellington needs no introduction to the triathlon world. We all know
of her amazing feats when it comes to swim, bike and run. Like with
many famous figures we almost feel like we know them because we
have read so much about them, but the reality is we usually only
know their sporting personality. This book is so much more than a
simple chronology of sporting achievements and we discover the real
person behind the personality. We then discover the true story
behind the ‘ordinary’ girl who realised she might have a talent for
multisport, quit her job and took a chance on a new career path that
led her to becoming one of the greatest female athletes of our time.
Chrissie offers us an insight into her life growing up, her academic
and work achievements and her triathlon story. In A life Without
Limits Chrissie really opens up and tells all. It is from this you get a
deeper understanding of the driven and dedicated person behind the
athlete. There are no holds barred as Chrissie talks about tough
subjects like body image and eating disorders that have affected her
in the past. It’s a very honest and open book that will make you both
sad and laugh aloud. Whether you’re a triathlete or not, you won’t be
able to put this book down - an excellent autobiography that’s not to
be missed. 
Performance: 10
Value: 10

Forza Quick £30
4za.com 
Some modern TT bikes that have brakes located under the chain stays
near the bottom bracket don’t have quick release mechanisms. This
can make wheels changes a pain and this is where the Quick can help.
By the simple press of a button the Quick releases the brake to allow
for fast and easy changes of wheels. This is not only useful for day-to-
day use, but is perfect in the event of a puncture mid-race. The other
time the Quick comes in handy is if you happen to buckle your wheel
mid ride and need to slacken the brake off to stop any brake pad
rubbing. Each moulded composite Quick weighs just three grammes
per brake and they’re easy to install. The Quick can be located
anywhere on the cable but we’d recommend positioning them
somewhere near to the bars so they can be operated on the fly if
necessary. Fitting is easy enough by removing the inner brake cable,
cutting the outer cable, locating the Quick and rethreading the inner
wire back through. If you do have a hard to get to brake or one
without a quick releases this little gadget could be a little time saver. 
Performance: 9
Value: 8
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